ENGLISH HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS – V (2018-19)

The long awaited summer vacation is here, bringing with it the gift of
togetherness that is enjoyed by the children in exploring books, watching
informative programmes and playing games. While fun is intrinsic to their age,
fruitful occupation of their time is vital for an effective learning process. In this
summer vacation, let us engage ourselves in some such interesting activities.

1. Read the newspaper regularly during the holidays and you may utilise the
lazy afternoons by finding out pictures of some positive incidents that have
taken place around the world. Cut five of these pictures, paste them in your
language notebook and give a suitable caption to each picture.
2. From the given list of books read any one thoroughly and collect appropriate
materials for a wall magazine activity to be conducted when the school
reopens.

Reading list :






Charlie And The Glass Elevator – Roald Dahl
The Enormous Crocodile – Roald Dahl
An Island Of Trees – Ruskin Bond
Rusty – Ruskin Bond
Children's Omnibus - Ruskin Bond

FUN WITH MATHS
CLASS – V (2018-19)
Mathematics project to be done in A4 size paper and to be submitted on 20 th June
in a channel file. Students have to make a cover page where they will write the
name, class, section, roll no.
Q.1 Fill in the cross word using the clues given below:
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ACROSS:
2. The only even prime number is ________.

6. The difference between the face values of two 1’s in 49511 is ________.
7. The fractions with 1 as their numerator are called ________ fractions.
8. 1 more than any number is called ________.
10. The ½ part of 100 =

.

13. In a division, the remainder should always be less than .
14. If we add difference to subtrahend, we get

.

15.The total number of basic Roman numerals is

.

DOWN:
1. The process of repeated addition is ________.
3. The least five digit number = greatest four-digit number + ________.
4. The number of thousands in a million is ________.
5. Twenty-four hundreds less than 2500 is ______.
9. A whole number with more than 2 factors is ______ number,
11. The symbols I, X and C are used ______ times in a number.
12. An acronym for common multiple is ________.

Q. 2 Solve the Sudoku:
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Q.3 Imagine yourself to be a shopowner. Give a name to you shop. Prepare two bills giving
the details of the items with their prices you have sold. Paste these two bills in the A4 sheet.
Q. 4 Make use of basic shapes like square, rectangle, circle, triangle, oval to make a
scenery.

HINDI HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS V (2ND LANGUAGE) 2018-19

Holiday Homework should be done in Hand Made paper (half or full).
Format:- Write the story in an A4 Sheet or coloured page and draw the characters
or scene related with the concerned story and paste it on (half or full) handmade
paper.

BENGALI HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK :
CLASS V (2ND LANGUAGE) 2018-19

SCIENCE SUMMER HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS V (2018-19)
World Environment Day (WED) occurs on 5 June every year, an d is the United
Nation's principal vehicle for encouraging worldwide awareness and action for
the protection of our environment. First held in 1974, it has been a flagship
campaign for raising awareness on emerging environmental issues from marine
pollution, human overpopulation, and global warming. WED has grown to
become a global platform for public outreach, with participation from over 143
countries annually.
What do you know about The Great Pacific Garbage Patch? In an A4 sheet,
write a short note (no more than two paragraphs) about its size, cause,
location, effects of marine life and cleanup research.

HAVE A FUN TIME COLOURING THE PICTURE GIVEN BELOW ON SAVING OUR
OCEANS AND THE MARINE LIFE

SOCIAL STUDIES HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS-V (2018-19)

THEME- WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
India is the global host of 2018 World Environment Day which will take place on
June 5, 2018.With “Beat Plastic Pollution” as the theme for this year’s edition,
the world is coming together to combat plastic pollution.
In this context engage yourselves in the following activitiesa) Write a slogan and make a poster on this topic on an A4 sheet.
b) Mention three ways in which you could reduce the usage of plastic in your
day to day life (on another A4 sheet).

Other Instructions A4 sheet to have the following details- Name, Class, Section and Roll
Number.
 Both the sheets to be stapled together and submitted.
 Final Date of Submisison-22nd June,2018

COMPUTER HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS-V (2018-19)
1. Name the labelled parts of the Internet Explorer window.

2. Name the following Social Networking site-

.

Ans.

3. Name any 2 search engines.

4. Given below is a list of shopping items. Use Bulleted list, Numbered list and
sublist to make an organized list.
a. VEGETABLES INCLUDING POTATO, GARLIC,SPINACH,
TOMATO,PANEER.
b. STATIONARY ITEMS INCLUDING BOOKS, PENCIL, PENS,
ERASER.
c. HOME CLEANING PRODUCTS LIKE PHENYL, ROOM
FRESHNER.
d. CAR CARE ACCESSORIES LIKE CAR CARE KIT, CAR AIR
FRESHNER.
e. FRUITS LIKE GUAVA, GRAPES.

ART HOLIDAY PRACTICE WORK
CLASS-V (2018-19)

1. Visual Arts Book- Paper Marbling -Page -100
2. Visual Arts Book -Spray Painting Technique- Page No.-99

